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1 Introduction

KBC5-2000,  an Internat ional  Conference on

knowledge based' computer systemt: ,11t 
held in

Nlumbai ,  Ind" ia,  December 17 -  19 '  2000'  I t  was

organized by the National Centre for Software

i.?ft""f"et"(NCST), India' This is a bi-annual

event, wli l l  tt. present one being the third in the

current series. About 170 delegates from 11

countries attend'ed' the conference The delegates

includ.ed scientists from academic and research

organizations, students and representatives from

thl information technology (IT) industries and the

Indian governmenr '  The a im of  KBCS-2000 is  to

periodically review the progress in the fie-ld of

artif icial intelJigence (AI), which despite known

limitations and uncertainties, is emergtng as a

thrust area for providing soiutions to IT problems

in the coming Years '

As is apt for an emerging field, the conference was

fairly broad-based, wrth the aim of acting as a

forum for exchange of a wide range ot

compl"mentary and conflicting ideas within the vast

,p".rro* of AI' The conference also acted as an

opportunity for government and industry

refresentatives to meet with the scientists' so that

the former can have concrete ideas about the

progress and can decide upon future investrnents

upp"roprlut.ly in this 'venture' area' About 50

p;;"t; on 12 diverse areas of AI were presented at

kBCS-ZOOO' These papers are out l ined in th is

report. Out of this broad' panorama' a few themes

seem to show up vividly' Three of them are slngled

;;;f.t special focus in this report' namely natural

language processing for machine translatlon'

i"iJt-"ti." retrieval and data mining for Internet

and human interface by speech and handwritten

,.ript. The conference also included a few inviteC

talks by IT experts, which displayed visions and a

thought-provoking panel discussion on data mining'

a much-hyped area' The gist of the talks^and the

panel discussion, not included in the conlerence

proceedings, is Provided here'

2 About KBCS-2000

2 .1  Genera l

The conference is a bi-annual event' and

KBC5-2000 is  the th i rd one in the current  ser ies '

IVIore than 170 rleiegates spanning across 11

countries attended" Among the delegates' s.cientists

from government and companies' academlclans

from iarious organizations) research program

advisers and directors were present' Students from

IEEE and other orga'nizations also benefited from

iit, ngn-t.,rel conference' About 50 research

p.p".i chosen by an international panel of referees'

*"r" p."r"nted in 15 technical sessions running

rnostly in parallel ' In addition' there were invited

taiks ty weli-known professionals and a-pane1

discussion on "Has Data Mining Proved its

Worth?". The fi 'rst day of the conference was

devoted to the pre-conference tutorials on "Web

Intelligence: Goals and Challenges" and "Lexical

S"*urit i., and Knowledge Representation: Some
-i' 

* R"ptodoced from the Asian Technology

g ram (AT IP01 .0 l 1 )  w i t h  pe rm iss i on
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Challenges, Formalisms and Toois". About 50

participants attended each tutorial. The

International Federation for Information Processing

(IFIP) and the Computer Society of India

sponsored the conference. It was also supported by

the software industry (see the \4'eb[nks and

Contacts section for detaiis). Some sponsors

exhibited a few relevant software products.

2 . 2  S c o p e

The theme of the conference was AI. Within this, it

was fairly broad based. The stated aim of the

conference was to act as a forum for exchange of

ideas, complementary and conflicting, within the

vast spectrum of AI. Accordingly, the papers chosen

represented a wide number of areas, and often

presented alternate methodologies for achieving

identical goals. However, there was a distinct slant

toward thrust areas, such as information retrieval

and natural language processing (NLP)' that have

assumed great significance in the wake of the

Internet revolution. Also observable was the

marginal predominance of technology over pure

theory in the research papers presented' The areas

covered by this conference are as follows:

r character recognition

r data mining

o intelligent agents

r information retrieval

r intell igent tutoring sYstem

r knowledge engineering

r natural language Processing

r neural networks

r planning and scheduling

r reasoning

r robotics

r soft computing

r  speech processing

Section 3 gives an overview of the presentations'

Sections 4 through 6 describe the theme topics of

the conference in some deta.i l.

2 .3 Part ic ipat ion

About 170 delegates attended the conference from

11 countr ies,  namely the US, Japan,  the Uni ted

Kingdorn, Gerrnany, Spain, France, Russia, China,

Kotea, Austra.l ia and India. More than half of the

participants were from the host country' India All

three invited speakers are experts of Indian origin,

now set t led in  U.S.  The par t ic ipants were

predominantly research scientists in various areas of

AL The authors of the papers were also mostly

affi l iated wittr either academic institutions

(Departments of Computer Science, Information

Technology,  Automat ion,  etc . )  or  wi th appl ied

research laboratories. Response from industry,

however, was not insignifi 'cant, and several were

conference sponsors. Their delegates folLowed the

R&D presentations keenly, presumably with an eye

to future coilaborations. There were product

demonstrations, and a few paper presentations by

the delegates from Indian IT organizations' The

Government of India, too, has displayed interest by

the participation of a few very senior level ofrcials

from the Ministry of Information Technology

(including the secretary) to the conference' As far

as the host country, Irtdia, is concerned, the best AI

research laboratories were represented in the

conference. The IT houses which were sponsors and

participants are the leading ones in India' As for

the overseas participation, the conference did not

succeed in attracting the best names in AI'

Nevertheless,  the works presented by the overseas

authors were interesting and thought provoking

without exception.

2.4 Signi f icance

AI has established itself as an important f ield of

Science and Technology over the last two decades'

The growth was uneven and often unpredictable:

particularly in the areas requiring formalization of

common sense knowiedge, e.g.' vision, speech and

machine translation. Interest from industry and

governments, howevet, rema,ins strong for the

simple fact that the stakes are too high to ignore

this field. With fali ing prices of hardware and

availabil ity of improved resources, attention in

computer and IT is now turning towards more

d.emanding tasks ranging from providing better

human interfaces (such as speech input-output,

handwritten script interface, natural language

processing) to solving diffcult practical problems

(such as resource scheduling, process control,

220
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machine translation)' Techniques from fuzzy logic'

neural networks and case-based reasoning have been

d"ployud to provid'e practical solutions in a number

of tr"u.r. Wlit i ttre Internet boorn' automatic

classification and extraction of information and

data have emerged as important needs'

For  Asian countr les '  AI  has some addi t ional  ro les to

ptu.y. fo, example, countries such as Indja' China'

uni  , l tpun have unique sc l ip ts  and larguages and

n."a , i . . io l  in ter faces,  e g ,  for  speech or  hand

w r i t t e n c h a r a c t e r s , t o d r a l v t h e i r n a t i l ' e p o p u l a t i o n s
into the IT revolut ion On the other  hand'  the

developing nat ions need,  and are in  acute shor tage

.:,t, Lno*lJdge of advance technoiogy' Knowledge

based computer  sys iems can a lso help to br idge th is

gap in u,  b lg *uy.  Under th is  backdrc 'p '  KBCS-2000

I,rr,r*", a specia'l signif 'cance lts avowed aim of

u.ting .. u forr,* for exchange of notes between AI

sc ient is ts  across a wide range of  d lsc ip i ines has '  no

d.oubt, been reasonably lvelL met'

Probably more importantly, it also acted as a

meeting"ground for researchers a'nd acadernics lvith

those from government and industry' For the latter'

who are wil l ing to put money into AI' but who are

not  sure where or  when to put  i t '  KBCS-2000

presents a broad' view of the scenario and provides

"nuny 

i-po.tant details, too' The results presented

in the conference were not earth shaking However'

they were often significa'nt and worth taking note

of, particularly in the Asian technologicaL context'

Areas of  AI ,  such as soeech'  scr ip t  and NLP'  are

population-specific anyway' and need indigenous

n&n.  fh"  subsequent  sect ions of  th is  repor t

atternpt to present the con{erence in this context'

It presents a panorama, then zooms on some

landm.rks, and finaily concludes with a few

pointers.

3 Presentation Overview

As mentioned earlier, this conference presented a

broad, view of the AI R&D scenario' and was not

sharply focused on any one or two areas' However'

a few trends naturally predominateC and are

highlighted' in the following sections' NLP is an

area where a great deal of effort currently is being

applied. A majorrty of the NL? efforts seem to be

d i rec ted toward .N lT 'Thecon fe rencep resen ta t i ons
toward this direction are summarized in Section 4'

With the explosion of the Internet' applying

intelligence for informa'tion retrieval has assumed

prime importance' Section 5 describes the

ir.r.ntutlons on information retrieval and da:a

mining, which were mainly oriented tot'arri h:e:: 'e:

urug"i 'P.ouiding input/output modes other tha:-

via 
-English-type 

keyboard-monitors for comput e: s

is an important issue' particularly for Asian

countries with languages and scripts strikingli '

dif ierent from English' Section 6 sums up the

p."r.nrurion, r"la1"d to alternate human interfaces

tn .ornplrt".s, through speech and hand written

scr ipts .

Needless to say, there were many other interesting

sessions and presentat ions '  In  robot ics '  three

presentations from the Bhabha Atomic Research
'C"nrr. 

(BARC), India, mainly lbcused on the

ad.vanced probiems of coll ision avoidance and robot

path finding, which are very important 1or

application areas, such as hazardous material

nunaUng. Another paper threw light on the design

of a PC-based four fi 'nger robotic hand

In intell igent agents) VK Rai has cialmed to have

resolved th" fur,loo' principal-agent problem F'

Nlac ia-Perez,  Spain,  propo"d a mobi le  agent-basei

n rod 'e l f o rane tworknod" regene ra t i onsys temtha t
wil l be useful for coping with the ever-incre.astng

size and complexity of present communlcatlon

networks. X.n.X Murthy proposed network

distributed coliaboration' (NDC), particularly for

the dynamic ensemble of information activity

infrastructure (IAI)' 
' Ihis is expected to optimize

usage in web personalization, informa'tion

disslemination and gathering and in web mining'

In intell igent tutoring, VS Kumar pres.ented a

system that supports the heipers in a helpdesk

,yrt.- bi ' suggesting which heip scheme may be

usefui for providing assistance ln each glven

situation. The system is operational in an academic

campus. P. Ravi Prakash presented 
'Vyasa" a

system that automatically generates multiple-choice

questions for a computerized test'

In reasoning, G Vijaya Kumari presented interval

duration o"1*ork ltnnU;, a proposed extension of

interval algebra for modeling qualitative

information about interva'l and duration in a single

binary constraint network' Michael Emmerich'

G"r*uoy, dealt with knowledge integration for

thermoiynamic flowsheet synthesis and

optimization' a'nd presented a technique to

,"pr"r"rlt knowledle about interval domains of state

variables in chemica'l plant networlrs'

For neural networks' MS Puranik presented an

r  V ivek  14 .1
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application for automatic trajectory plotting of an

object under radar surveil-lance. His ciaim is that

this Al-based approach wil l be superior to

conventional pattern matching methodology. P

Bhattacharyya discussed the applicabil ity of a

back-propagation algorithm for off-line signature

verification. In planning and scheduling, S

Kamhhampati made an excellent presentation on
'AltAlt ' , a planner that successfully combines the

advantages of two competing paradigms, nameiy

graphplan and heuristic state search lPSl].
Sudeshna Sarkar presented a logic PLTL-B that

embeds CTL subformulae within a past l inear

temporal logic (PLTL) framework. In knowledge

engineering, GK Palishkar presented a formal

framework to represent fuzzy knowiedge. KRK

Murthy proposed concept network (CNW)' a

directed acycLic graphical structure for context

sensitive document representation with the aim of

information fi.ltering. Neither of the two soft

computing papers published in the proceedings was

presented in the confetence.

4 Natural Language Processing
for Machine Trarrslation

NLP is related to a number of AI applications.

Probably the most important is MT, and that was

reflected in KBCS-2000, where most of the NLP

presentations had direct or indirect relevance for

MT. Fully-automa.ted general purpose high-quality

machine translation (FGH-MT) systems are

cherished goals, which have yet to be realjzed

anywhere. The creative aspects of translation and

the global knowledge associated with human

translation cannot easily be conferred to a machine.

As of now, MT is, therefore, applied either

semi-automatically or in a domain-specific manner.

Such efforts are still important, particularly in view

of the enormous amount of information available on

the web. Manual translation is a skilled and

time-consuming job. However, if a machine can

take some load from a human transla.tor,

substantial t ime can be saved. This approach is

quite important for local newspapers and TV

channels, which receive their input mostiy through

networks. India is a multi-lingual country, and

considerable efforts are underway to develop MT

between English a.nd Indian languages, and between

Indian languages. It is comparable to the situation

in Europe, where MT between English and

continental languages, or between the continenta.i

Ianguages are important issues.

l. In his presentation, Rajeev Sangal described
'Anusaaraka', a type of MT system that

makes text in one Indian ianguage accessible

through another. The machine presents an

image of the source text in a language close to

the target language. Such systems have been

buiit between Hindi, the main Indian

language, and five regional languages, and are

available for use through E-mail. The system

presented is semi-automatic. While a person

is better in resolving ambiguities by using

worl.d knowledge, a computer can better

handle the language processing part. The

authors claim that their approach of building

language access in Anusaarakas a1lows rapid.

development of systems by separating the

analysis based on language and that requiring

world knowledge. They take the view that

language encodes information, and the

information can be extracted and re-expressed

in the target ianguage by enhancing the

target language with additional notation.

They claim that a user, after some training,

learns to read and understand the text in this
'new dialect' of the target language. The

output may be post-edited by a trained user

to make it gramma.tically correct and

stylistically better. Anusaarakas follows the

principle of substituti l i ty and reversibil i ty of

the string produced, which imPlies

preservation of information while transiting

from one language to another. The Ministry

of Information and Technology' Government

of India, under their Technoiogy Development

for Indian Language (TDIL) program'

init ially funded the project. A project for

systems between English and Hindi is being

supported by Satyam Computers Pvt .  L td ' '

and will be available as "free" open-source

software under GPL.

2.  Another  MT system 'Anubaad' ,  for

translating news items from English to an

Indian language, was presented by Sivaji

Bandopadhyay. The paper described the

prototyoe development of a knowledge driven

generalized example based system that

translates short single program news items

from English to an Indian language' News

headlines are translated using knowledge

bases and example structures' The sentences

in the body of the news items are generally

t22 January  2001 r
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translated' by analysis and synthesis' Word

sense d'isambiguation is c1one ai various levels

Some semantic categories ate associated with

words to identify the inflections to be

attached rvith corresponding rvorcls 1n 
tlo

target language, as well as to id'entify the

context in the sentence' Context identif ica't ion

i, tfr" done b-v the recognition erf idlomatic

expressions and using,context templi-:"rt^ t"t

"u.h 
*ord. The knowledge bases l^nc.1uoe

bil ingual ,f ictionaries fbr names ot places'

month,  date,  news agencies '  d igni tar ies '

n.Uti..f p art ies, or g ani z at i orlt' ft"tt' 
]i-'j: 

"t-t-l 
:'

u, *.1i t, di '"ttoti"s and tables ior syrLtnests

io,f 'r. target language Transiation.exampies

"i ""tt 
hl 'adiines, both specific and generai'

are stored in the exampie ba'se' 
' Ihe example

base also includes grammatical phrases in the

source language and their correspondlng

mapp ing  i n  t he  t a rge l  l a : rguage  t  n i  
' , .

* . in .a" f "gy is  c la imed to be extendable to

other Indian languages'

3. Durgesh Rao presented a human-aided NIT
" 

;r;;;* for translating Engiish n:lv: tLr Hindi'

i i" ir ' 'o *orld knowledge and heuristics' the

t.nii"f ihe nerrus story is identifred . 
The

processed text ts analy'zed and tagging of the

iur t ,  o f  speech is  done'  The text  is  then

transf"rretl into a case-frame iike slructure'

Generation of target language tt .tot'
achieved by using the parameterlzeo

templates from the case-frarne structures ano

,f 'r. Ui-fi"g"al lexicon' The authors presented

a practical framework for syntactic transfer ctf

.#po,-trra-tomplex sentences from English to

Hindi in the context of a transfer based

\Iachine Assisted Translation (NIAT) system'

Th. ur,u1y'is is based' cn the l inguistic

r : ' .sr rucr ion of  the authors '  backed up by

e'..:Cence from a real-l i fe colpus' and oegoing

-,'"(,rri on a pract'tcal NllA'l svstem' The

cescr lpt ion of  the { ramework is  based on a

:enp.ate- i ike representat ion The rnost

impoitant cornponent of the framework is the

*uppt.g of f inite , as weii as n'-ln finite' verb

groups '  i : l  or ie i  to  cover  s impie '  as lve l l  as

compouni-cotnplex,  sentences '  lhe authors

have adopteo a pragmatic apprr-racn ny

combining the best of hurnan itngrrtsrtc

intuit ions about how to solve various issues

involved,  wi th s tat isr ica l  e ' ; i t lence that  helps

them in pr ior i t iz ing the ; t t r rs t  import 'ant

issues.  In  or t ier  to  have i r r  a : 'a- ' ' 's -s  a - :  - '  -  '

ora t  r "Oaa'entat ive parai 'e '  co:?:s - : -  E: l - -

and l l in i i  and carr - f  out  s : ;ntac: lc  i :a : -s 'e : '

tak ing a st ructure representat ion o1 ine sL '* r ' t

i " " i ,?"a rnapping i t  us ing a heur is t rc  ru-e

fur.a ,tro.ture that is appropriate for the

; ; ; ; ;  language'  The f ramework P:esente i

":Jl;i;;";"lli 
analyzed anc found to be

adecluate to handle the range of sentences

ln.nonr"r .d in  lhe parai le l  corpus The.

uorllor, have implemented it for mono-lrrl le

senl;ences' a'nd are in the process of extencii:-g

it to cover multi-f inite and

.orrlpouoa-tomplex sentences lt is clairneo

tha,t this fra'mework wc'irld' be fairly intuitrve'

easy to inLplement, and rnay.be 
lainl-1neci

*t,nt", very elaborate l inguistic knowledge

4.  G Vazeqtez,  Spain,  presented.a p lpt t  
.- 

d"tt iUrtg a {ew lexical semantic mismatches

betweerl Spanish and English from the potnt

of vie.w of l"{ 'I '  A verb here is assumed to be

ott"r^t for translation' and the mismatches

formula.ted are accord'ingl-v verb-centered"

'Ihe 'nismatches presented are of the folLorn"lng

broad categortes:

(a) the verb in one la'nguage doesn't have a
t-' 

,rru,.i" ' , with the sarne meaning' in the

other (lexicaJ-sentantic mismatch)'

(b)  a. 'const tuct ion '  in  one language does no:

have a match in the other (lexical

semantic compositionai misrnatch)'

(c)  the way the verb in ieracts wi th i ts

argunlents are ti i ffelent in the tlvo

languages (argument struciure

misnatch) ,  and

(ci; the 'events' assoc-iatecl with equivaient

items in the twt-' lar'guages are different

(event structure rrLisrnatch)'

' lhe paper also presented a wa1f3 resolve

such misrrraiches' f<-rr possibie NIT application'

lry irsing 'conceptuai l lansfers' An,examPle

of lesoiving a rrl ismalch' based on Ciathesis

ait,era-ulons, rvas Provided'

ir Infcrrmation Retrieva'l and Data

N{ining for ttre Internet

E{}itierlcr, in storage and retrievai of inforniatioi^L

a i r d r l a t a h a s a s s u . n t e d g r e a t i m p o r t a n c e i n t h e w a k e

i
l l

r Vivek l '4 1
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of the explosicn of the Internet. The many related

jobs of classification, indexing, structuring, and so

on, cannot be done entirely by humans' Current

trends are to apply more and more inteli igence for

information retrieval. Often we do not have enough

id.ea about the data. patterns' particularly when the

scenario changes rapidly. Data Mining is the

concept that attempts to dig into the data, discover

hirlden patterns and create the framework

autornatica.l ly. Naturally, KBCS-2000 included a

number of information retrieval and data mining

papers. Most of them were inclined toward Internet

applications. The following subsections summarize

a few significant Presentatlons.

1. Vivek Balaraman discussed the possibil i ty

and advantages of using case-based reasoning

(CBR) for intell igent retrieval of data'

Locating the reievant document over iarge

data volumes, especially in the presence of

noise and inexactness' is a problem faced by

server application domains. Standard toois in

such a domain dePend on exact

correspondence between the query and the

search record, leading to britt le, uninteil igent

systems. By viewing the data volumes as case

bases, al1 the a.dvantages of case-based

retrieval, such as intelligent search, high

precision and recall, are availabie to the

application users. CBR is a computational

model of instance- or precedence-based

probiem solving, and has been employed in

many commercially-available software

packages as a complementary approach to

reasoning. CBR does not look for exact

correspondence between the input problem

and the stored cases. Considerable work in

CBR was focused on defi.ning what similarity

means in different domains. A CBR tool
'Consul t 'has been developed by Tata

Consultancy Services, India, using the

K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to

determine the similarity between cases' The
'inexact matching' capabii ity of Consult is

exploited for domains that require intelligent

search over data sets containing noise and

incomplete input information. For this paper,

the existing matching algorithm in Consult

was modif.ed to cater to large and differently

structured data sets' This new

implementation tries to reduce the retrieval

time, whiie retaining the power of the search

to handle incomplete/noisy information by

apply ing a graded ret reat  approach,  i  e ,  to

begin with a high precision, unforgivirLg

search and gradually relax the criterion to

increase the search space during various

stages. It is claimed that intell igent directory

assistance and skil l-based personnel selection

type of applications wil l greatly benef't from

this approach that provides improved search

power and quaiitY of retrieval'

2 .  A Kannan presented a system that  prov ides a

knowledge based search technique with an

effective user interface for searching research

papers from the Internet. At f irst Leve1,

user-suppl ied keywords are used to get

relevant URLs from the Internet via

conventional search engines Then the system

explores each and every URL to check

whether it corresponds to a reievant research

pape r ,  by  app l y i ng  heu r i s r i c  sea rch

techniques.  I f  there happens to be a research

paper, certain algorithms and production

rules are applied to determine how far that

paper meets the requirement of the user, and

the resuits are stored in the database The

system provides an effective query ianguage

inter face.  I t  prov ides past  searches and

citation 1ists, which can be used to streamline

searches.  The author  points out  that

conventional searching tools on the Internet

support  broad and general  quer ies,  and

produce a large volume of irrelevant

documents and consume inordinate time' The

author claims that a rule-based search heJ'ps

the researcher to select focused areas and

easily go to deeper 1eve1s. Lack of natural

language interface is another l imitation of

current search engines, which this system has

overcome. The system provides the user  wi th

three interfaces: a naturai language interface'

an extended st ructura l  query language

(ESQL) interface with rule extension and a

keyword-based interface. It makes use of the

standard search engines for searching the

Web. The URLs collected are again explored

and fi. l tered to provide the specific URLs to

the users, along with some information about

their contents. For this purpose, the system

uses a set  of  event-condi t ion-act ion (ECA)

rules. Moreover, various search results are

stored on a local database so that the user

can search through it before the actual search

on the Web, thus, saving substantial t ime'

t 2 4
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3.  Dave Shachi  presented a scheme for
knowledge extracrion from text for Hindi, the
main language in India.  Knowledge extract ion
from documents is important for
Internet- re iated act iv i t ies,  such as
mu i t i J i ngua l  access  to  t he  i n l e r f ace ,
information retrieval, text summarizatton or
automat ic  l ink ing of  hypertext .  NLp
techniques are usuaily employ-ed. The
presented work represents knowledge
extracted f rom documents in  an e lect ron. ic
language ca1led universal networking langu_age
(UNL) expressions. Sentence information is
represented in UNL as a hyper-graph har . ing
concepts as nodes and re lat ions as areas.
Concepts are represented as character  s t i ings
that  prov ide fur ther  in format ion about  the
node where the concept  is  being used in the
speci f ic  sentence.  The tEnconverter ' ,  a
language independent  parser ,  is  used as the
analys is  tool  for  Hindi ,  and makes use o1 ' the
UW-Hindi  lex icon and svntact ico-semant ic
ru les for  the language.  The Enconverter  scans
the input string from left to right, and all
matched morphemes wi th the same star t ing
characters are retrieved from the dictionarv.
The lexicon conta.ins information about everi.
rn 'ord,  such as par ts  of  speech,  the possib le
semant ic  ro le i t  can p lay,  i ts  gender and other
information, and rnaps universal words into
Hindi  words.  The paper descr ibes
morphological  analys is ,  object ive morphologv,
verb morphoiogy and their usage. It gives arL
idea of which rules are applied under rvhat
conditions. The a,uthor ciaims to irave
implemented a systenr to handle almost ai1
the re lat ion labeis g iven in the UNL
speci f icat ions and a l l  sentences inc luding
singie,  c lausal ,  in terrogat i r .e  and imperat ive
types.  This system current ly  can handie 3000
ru1es,  and the lex icon s ize is  about  60,000.

i  L ip ika Dey presented a rough set  based
flltering scheme for customized information
:e i r ievai ,  which in tends to achieve search
efrc iencv by user-centr ic  approach and user
-r : , , i - - i rg .  User  behavior  can change over  t ime,
: -e: .ce :he user  prot r les should be updateable
' , ' . - , : :  c , tnstant  moni tor ing of  user  act ions.  ' lhe

a: i : iors ] ropose a rough-set  based f i l ter ing
sc:rerre to build domain specific customized
i , :ers at  the usersend,  instead of  the present
pract ice of  server-based f i l ter ing whjch does

not  take care of  user  in terests.  A tool
'Extractor ' ,  that  ext racts user  in terests bJ '
analyz ing user  react ions,  in i t ia l ly  creates the
domain dependent fi l tering agents, called
"s ieves" .  The user  react ions are analyzed
using a rough ser  based methodology that
explo i ts  the st ructure of  web documents and
combines user inteli igence to generate a user
profi le. The profi le, once available, is used to
f i l ter  unwanted documents.  The paper deta i is
the design of the f, ltering scheme, how to
extract  user  in terest ,  computat ion of  rank of  a
documen t .  deve lopmcn t  o f  i n  f o rma t i on
systems using rough sets,  document
c lass i f icat ion,  etc .  The resui ts  obta jned by
using the proposed scheme were a lso
presented.  I t  ivas suggested that  users could
design s ieves at  thei r  end to encode thei r
in terests wi th in a par t icu lar  domain in  the
form of  document  s t ructures.  The authors
a.rgue that  s ieves cannot  be general ized,  s ince
even v,' i thin the same clornain, different users
can rate the same document differentlv.

5.  Hi ranmoy Ghosh presented a novel  approach
for knowleclge based query interpretation for
multimedia retrieval. In this approach, a
conceptual  query is  in terpreted as a set  of
expectec i  media pat terns,  which are in  turn
used for feature based retrieval. The authors
claim that this approach is lvell suited for
open anci extensible retrieval systems, where
incompleteness of the domain knowledge does
not permit iogicai deduction of conceptual
objects f rom observed media.  The authors
also introduce a generic query model that
combines expressiveness of conceptuai, as well
as feature based speci f icat ions,  and descr ibed
a new domain knowledge representation and
reasoning algorithms for interpreting a generic
query as a logical combination of expected
media pat terns.  A content-based ret r ieval
system ::equires semantic interpretation of the
contents of multimedia documents with some
domain specific knowiedge. Nlost
contemporary retrieval svstems use a
deductlve approach or probabii istic 1ogic. In
th is  system, observed media pat terns are
interpreted as conceptual  objects to be
compared with a query. Previously, the
authors had proposed an open-agent based
architecture for multimedia retrieval where
differegt system components can be
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independently developed and dynamically
plugged into the system. This architecture
al]ows rescue of feature_based retrieval
capabil it ies in conceprual queries. In this
paper, the focus is on the interpretation of
semantic queries with domain knowledge. The
authors '  contr ibut ions inc lude:

a) a new modei that combines
expressiveness of semantic and feature
based specifications,

b) a knowledge description language that
can be used to describe the domain
knowledge required for query
interpretation in any application domain,
and

c) an inferencing algorithm that can reason
with the query model and the d.omain
representation to derive the search
specifications for the feature based
retrieval engine.

6. Llango Krishnamurthy presenteci a method
for the hand]ing of video data, and proposed a
novel content-based retrieval model namely,
the Entity relationship diagram_based model
(ERDBM).  The data model  handles the
semantics at the various data granularity
levels within a chosen framework. The query
model parses the natura.l la,nguage query into
query form, which is then matched with the
video database using a three_layered
similarity-matching model. Retrieval of
structured records from traditional databases
is based on the values of entries in the fields.
However, multimedia data,bases include
unstructured data, hence retrieva.l is possible
oniy after looking into the contents oi th"
data. On the proposed ERDBM modetr. video
objects are handled at various data.
granula,rity levels. The paper provides details
about  the ERDBM mode1,  a new CBVR
model, the ERDBM query model, the
similarity-matching modei and the algorithm,
which ha.s design choices at various ]i"rr.
The proposed ERDBM is NLp oriented. The
authors claimed that they found a fuzzy
model more suitable than a probabil istic
model at the top 1ayer, and observed tha,t
weights associated with the feature values do
not influence the effectiveness of the system at
the middle laver .

7. Sudeshna Sarkar presented a papef ol
automat ic  generat ion of  ,Taxonornv. .  

: .e . .
c iass i f i  cat ion scheme, for  in format ior
repository. With the surfeit of informat:,r:.
docurnents must be eff.ciently organized ::
the repositories for efl lcient storage and
retrieval. This paper presents an algorith:n'Chain' (clustering with hierarchicai and
incrementa.l approach) that automaticallv
evalua.tes ta_xonomy. For each document, a se
of key phrases is f irst automatically extraciec
These are usecl to group the docunLents by
unsupervised and incremental clustering.
Subca,tegories are created when some
threshold is exceeded. Tire algorithm provide
for dynamic re-evaluation of taxonomy with
the addition/deletion of documents in the
repository and permits muitiple Links to a
class. The algorithm was tested and it was
found that, due to the lack of semanttc
knowledge, it could not do better tharL a
human in init ial taxonomy generation.
However, it can be useful if the init ial
clustering is done semi_automatically, and can
be effectively used for subsequent on_line
upgrading of ta-xonomy.

8. V Uma Maheswari presented a paper on
mining web usage graphs.  This paper
considers the mining of web usage graphs as a
classification problem, and defines a new
metric, based on cumulative graplLs
containing positive and negative example
sessions. How this matrix is useful in
classification was il lustrated through
experimentaJ. results. It is shown that:

(a) cumulative graphs are built efi.ciently,

(b) these graphs can be built incrementally
and are scalable to very iarge data sets,

(c) entire training data set need not be
brought into memory, and

(d) a test session can be classified in time
that is proportional to the size of the
test session and cumulatir.e graphs.

The results obtained from the experiment
showed that g4 percent of the test examples
are classifi.ed correctly.

9. Chen Ning from pRC presented a paper on
clustering data with mixed data tvpes.
Clustering has been recognized as an
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a:::active task of d'ata mining and knowledge

J-scovery in  databases Most  c luster ing

aigorithms are designed for databa'ses having

u ,ingl" data type' This paper discusses the

similarity of different data types' and presents

a reasonable defi'nition of similarity measure

among records with mixed type' based on

g"omJtri. adjacency and information gain'

ihe author proposes a grid-based clustering

algorithm, CCltO, by finding the connected

components for data with mixed types'

Clustering is an important task of data

mining for identifying distribution-patterns in

d.atabases. However, none of the clustering

frobl.ms deal with mixed data types' while

real-l i fe data often involves mixed types' A

reasonable definit ion of similarity measure

among records with mixed data types' based

on geJmetric ad'jacency and information gain'

was presented in this paper' A grid-based

clustering algorithm is proposed for f inding

connected components for a database with

mixed data types so that it can become

insensitive to the order of input data' noise

and'out l iers ' .

10.  Ni tesh V Chawla presented 'Smote ' :

Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique

for data mining' He described classifiers to

deai with imbalanced datasets by under

sampling the majority class combined with

ou", ,u*pling of the minority class' with

resultant better classifier perfonnance' This

new method' of over sa'mpling involves

creation of synthetic minority class examples'

by taking each minority class sample and

iotrodrr.ing synthetic examples along the line

segments joining any/al1 of the k-minority

.1.r, o"trust neighbors' Results with

application of combined Smote and under

,urnpllng shows better performance than pla'in

understanding' This has been tested and

confirmed over a variety of data sets'

11. MN Murty presented a technique for mining

multiple databases f<-rr inter-database

association rules' Mining of association rules

are based on a large collection of data type

transa.ctions. In reality, data may be stored in

several databases with an implicit association

among various parts of this data' There may

be salary information of employees in an

'Employee' database and goods purchased in

the tCustomert data'ba'se' Associations

between these two databases '  gel le :a:ec

associat ion ru les,  are cal led in te l -Ga:a3ase

associat ion ru ies '  The present  r 'o ;e^ apr : '  a ' :

uses a knowiedge-guided process (11 :::e : ' ::: l

o f  a  semant ic  network)  to  generate assoc-a:- '  :

rules between sets of values The folio"vllg

points are achieveci:

(a) data structures to find associations

between two sets of values' which

semantice-lly partit ion the resultant

database, are generated'

(b) such a partit ion helps in generating large

set of values by scanning the resultant

database onlY once,  and

(c) in a single step, it is possible to genera:e

the association rules directly from the

large set of values'

The above methodology is quite effr-cient' as r

needs only a slngle scanning step' thus saving

time and total computational effort '

12. DK Subrama.nian presented a paper on

And-Or (AO) concept taxonomies for mining

gutt"rutir.a association rules' The And-Or

t.*ono*y is a new taxonomy (traditional

approa.ch uses only an ' is-a'taxonomy) Onli '

one database scan is more economical than

the minimally two database scans of all earlie:

approaches. The proposed AO taxonomy ts

based on items and concepts/functions' It is

sound" as the scheme uses knowledge for

mining only those concepts that are of interest

to the user. It is interactive' as the user can

adjust a controllable parameter calild level of

interestingness' The proposed AO single scan'

used to generate ail interesting generalized

association rules between seemingly unrelated

concepts and a'ssociations, is interesting' The

AO single scan generates meaningful .
urro.iation rules using less computational

resources than previous approaches'

6 lluman Interface bY SPeech

and Handwritten ScriPt

An important area of AI is the development of

ho*tt computer interfaces, so that users have more

freedom in the ways they can interact with

computers. Speech and handwritten script are tw<t

-od", that can widen the scope of computer usage

IL
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substantially. This is particularly true for Asian

countries, such as China, Japan and India, with

their special scripts and languages, and with large

populations uncomfortable with an English

keyboard-monitor environment. The conference had

two papers on speech processing and two on

handwritten character recognition, a1l from India.

The relevant technologies in Inciia fall marginally

short of the world 1eve1, but are fast ca,tching up.

The efforts are significant in view of the large

number of potential benefi.ciaries, and considering

that there is no aiternative to indigenous

deveiopment in these areas.

1.  Text- to-speech sys iems (TTS) can support

useful applications, such as access of

computerized information or reading of e-mail

over a telephone. An 'Indian English' TTS

was presented and demonstrated by A Sen.

This reads out English text stored in a

computer with pronunciation and accents

acceptable to native Indian users who know

English. The technology uti l ized is 'formant'

synthesis, with a standard source-fi l ter speech

production model. The model parameters are

varied, using indigenously developed rules

suitable for Indian speech sounds. A front-end

Indian English text analyzer provides

pronunciation and accent information to the

formant synthesizer. The text analyzer uses a

small Indiarr English phonetic dictionary,

applies improvised techniques of

morphological analysis with alternative root

hypotheses and as a fall-back option, and uses

letter-to-phoneme rules appropriate to Indian

English. There is a special provision to detect

. Indian names and pronounce them

appropriately. The synthesizer has a very

flexible structure for improvement through

research. The TTS is being integrated with

demonstration svstems for e-ma.il and web

page readers.

2. Coding of 'transparent audio', which consists

of speech plus other sounds, is important in

view of storage and transmission of audio on

the web.  Standard LPC-type coders use a

speech production model for coding, and

hence are not suitable for this purpose. An

algorithm for compressing transparent audio,

using wavelet representation of the signal, was

presented by PS Sathidevi. An

analysis-synthesis method was used to

optimize the coder coe.fficients by minimizing

the error  through i terat ions.  T ie : :a : le ' , ' '  '

o f  the coder takes the subject ive cr : :e : -a

human percept ion,  e.g. ,  cr i t ica l  f requelc- ' -

bands ,  i n to  accoun t .  Encod ing  i n  t h i s

algorithm is slow, whereas decoding is fas:

Hence, the method is suitable to deLiver

stored messages over the Internet. A

subiective evaluation test of the algorithm

was done, and the results were found to be

acceptable for a wide variety of sounds.

3.  A 'wr i t ing pad' for  feeding input  through

handwritten script in two.Indian languages

(viz. Kannada and Tamil) was presented and

demonstrated by R. Srinivasa Rao Kunte.

Indian scripts have superscripts and

subscripts. To enter text through English-like

keyboards, techniques such as compose

characters are often used, but none are really

natural. This alternative mode for input

through a graphic tablet type of device is

expected to make text entry easier for a lay

user. The technique can be extended to

develop smal1 note-pad type computers in

Indian languages. The script recognition

system is  on- l ine,  i .e . ,  i t  must  have t iming

information. It uses wavelet features and a

feedforward neura.l net classifi.er with a single

hidden layer. The system was trained to

recognize even English letters and alphabets

interspersed between Indian scripts. It can

also be extended to other India,n scripts, with

suitable training. The only restriction is that

the characters a.re to be written in a

non-cursive way. The scripts of the two

languages selected are non-cursive by nature.

The accuracy of recognition is currently about

95 percent .

4. Another paper presented an off-l ine hand

written character (numeral) recognition

system by SK Jayanti. An off-l ine character

recognizer does not need time information

and is suitable to read scanned images. Whiie

the basic idea is not nel, the methodology,

i.e., application of Fuzzy approach to solve

the problem, is novel and prornising.

7 What the Experts SaY

The conference included three invited talks' Noted

IT professiona^ls delivered two taiks, and an eminent

academic delivered one. There was also a panel
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. i . i rss:on wi th experts  in  the f ie ld.  Al1 these,  in
: : . . . : : .  present  a v is ion,  show the way the th ings are

::.- ' . '  :o be in future and indicate how to direct
::.rediate activit ies toward the new frameworks

: :a:  are going to emerge.  A summary of  the three
.l i ' i ted talks arLd the panel discussions are
pl'esented here vrith that purpose in mind.

1.  Dr  R Uthurusamy, GX,I  Research Labs. ,  L l  SA,
deliveied the inaugural lecture on emerging
technologies, anci set the tone of the
conference. He spoke about the impact of
emerging IT and acivances in web-enabled
environments. He felt that these rapid
changes have made a tremendous d.ifference jn

the computing setups in the (particularl-v*
U.S.)  automobi ie indusi rv .  He i l lust ra led h is
point  wi th changes in business nrodeis wi th
the rapidl_v*-changing IT landscape, and
presented case studies to shov; its potential
benefits, when innovative automobile
appJications were depioyed with AI basec
techniques.  He ment ioned that  rhe spending
of the automobiie industry or IT R8zD has
increased over the years, and presenteci sorne
figures of R&D expenditures of 1a.rge
companies, such as Ford and GNI as
i l lust rat ions.  He commenieci  thai  GNI 's  new
poi icy is  to  g ive custorners ,what  they need, ,  a
change frorn the earlier policy of,give them
what they want ' .  He enrphasized cost
reduct ions,  rapid deployment  of  new
technology,  use of  COTS, ani  predicteC that
the next  b ig th ing in  the auio industr r -  -wi j l  be
widespread use of  robot ics technology anC
inteil igent assist cie.rices (IAD). i{e also feit
that  the present  Internet  envi r r inment ,  which
is  c lata centr ic ,  would become people centr ic
in  ihe coming future.

- '  Di  R.amesh Jain,  CEO, PRAJA Inc. ,  I IS,A. .
ie l ivered an inv i ted ta lk  on d ig i ta t  exper ience.
He :irentioned that in the rapid evolution of
-1. -,,;e ha,,re noved from data processing to
. : - : r : ' :nat lon prncessjng,  ard the next  move
', '. 'L,:-c ' le 

to experience processing. He defined
e:rleiience as a direct observation and
parr icrpat ion in  an event .  and bel ieves that
the digi-tal experience v;i l i  be the next natural
major step in technology evolution, and added
that contextual search anri inference are keys
to the deveiopment of a reaListic experience.
He explained that people,s desire to
communicate their exper;r:nce has ied ttt

major inventions, starting from spoken
language, writ ing paper, print media,
teiegraph, telephone, radio, TV, recording
media and digital processing, to the present
mul t imedia Internet .  He examined the ro le of
knowledge search, perception systems and
visualization approaches to realize a digital
experience. He beLieves that this wil l impac
euery a,sp€ct of our society, including
educat ion,  business and heal th care.  He said
that the current Internet technology
represents the worid's iargesr i ibrary of
documenls, and searclLing documents on the
web is transitioning from simple keyword
searches to updates and a ler ts ,  medja search,
contexrual search, to imrner.sive search. He
pointed out that people n'ant to know about
every event happenrng anywhere in the world
instantaneously, without waiting t,c logon to
the net. Web searches, .therefore, snould be
event driven. He predicted that creation of
real experience by capture frorn any reai
wor ld source (v ia text ,  tact i le ,  v ideo,  etc . )
based on event  model  and abi l i ty  to  t ransmit
i t  through any device wi l i  be desi red by users.
He further predicted evolution of content
rTranagemcnt  sVstents in t -cr  capqal* taa
management svstems in the future.

3.  Dr  Subbarao Kambhampat i ,  Dept .  of
L lornputer  Science and Engineer ing,  Ar i :uona
Siate l, ir i iversity, USA, deli lereri an invitecl
talk on Integrating lrianning and Scheduling:
Siatus and Prospects.  l ,4any real -wor iC
decis ion-making tasks need the abi i r ty  to
s.ynthes.ize courses of action, and scheduie
them opt imal ly  in  the presence of  resource
iirnitations and changing mission goals. For
most of their over-3O-year history, planning
and scheduling have been seen as related
problems that are soived by separate types of
techniques.  The speaker pointed out  that
pianning, which can be in{ormal1y
characterized as action selection and causai
reasoning, has been the dornain of plan
synthesis techniques in AI, while scheduling,
which involves action sequencing an<l resource
allocation for a pre-synthesizeri set of plans,
has been addressed by operations research
and (more recently) constraint satisfaction
communi t ies.  He caut ioned ihat  despi te the
fact that most reai-world tasks involve aspecrs
of both pianning and scheduling, no
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integrated approaches to planning and

scheduling have thus far been proven

practical. He mentioned that one of the main

obstacles for integrating planning and

scheduling has been the fact that the plan

synthesis problem has in genera.l been much

harder to deal with computationally. A

related issue is that while plan synthesis re[ed

on predominantly search-ba,sed methods, the

most promising scheduling approaches relied

on compilation approaches, wherein the

scheduling problem is compiled into an

instance of either a constraint satisfaction

problem (CSP), or a mixed integer/l inear

programming problem (MILP). He said that

recent developments in plan synthesis have

lead to significant scale-up in plan-synthesis

capabilities, as well as made clear the

connections between planning and other

combinatorial workhorses, such as CSP and

IP. These developments have significantly

improved the prospects for effective

integration of planning and scheduLing phases.
'Ihe speaker fi.rst surveyed the state-of-the-art

in plan and scheduie synthesis in AI, and then

approaches for integrating them were

discussed. Special attention was paid to his

RealPlan project at Arizona State University

that proposes a loosely coupled architecture

for integrating planning and scheduling.

Panel Discussion. The conference panel

discussion provided a fertile ground for open

discussion on the pros and cons of an

emerging technique. The panel topic "Has
data mining proved its worth?" reflected the
potential opportunities and daurrting

cha.llenges that confront researchers in

bringing AI applications to the commercial

market place. Dr. PVS Rao, Head, R&D

Unit, Tata Infotech, chaired the panel

discussion. The other panelists included Dr

Sunita Sarawagi, Dept. of IT, IIT, Mumbai,

Dr Sarabjot Singh Anand, CEO, MINEit,

USA and Dr S Sengupta, Tata Infotech. Data

mining has been a promising area of interest

to EDP managers, database users and AI
researchers. The panelists tried to determine

if these expectations wete fulfilled or not.
' However, as might be expected, the panelists

were divided in their views and expressei.

differing opinions. Dr. Anand gave exampies

of successful depioyment of data mining in

telecom, fraud detection, fault analysts rn

manufacturing, health care, etc., and argued

that data mining has to a great extent

delivered on its promises. Dr. Sunita

disagreed and pointed out the problem of

scalabil ity, lack of penetration in common

applications and high cost as major reasons

for the failure of AI concepts. She felt that

data mining has been used only in large

applications where cost is not an issue, and

stressed that the projected prornise of AI and

usefulness has not been realized. Dr.

Sengupta, on the other hand, cited a few

exampies to show that on certain applications

data mining has been useful. It was felt that

while data warehousing and Internet

technology have reached public consciousness,

the same is not true for data mining. The

general opinion was that getting the right

kind of answers through data mining software

requires a great deal of human-machine

interaction, as well as domain specific

knowledge, and the systems are not yet

particularly user friendly. However, there was

general agreement among all participants that

even though fu1l f ledged data mining

applications have yet not reached wide spread

popularity, the technique has been already

employed in many software products.

8 Conclusion

KBCS-2000 achieved reasonable success in  i ts  ef for t

to act as a broad forum for exchange of ideas

among AI researchers) government and industries'

This should help to enrich the ideas of the

researcher community, and bridge the gap between

science and technology in the field of AI' The

conference also displayed some technologies

emerging in Asian countries, including Japan, India

and China, which are not far behind world

standards. Despite uncertain immediate outcomes,

governments and industries the world over are not

averse to sponsoring AI projects and activit ies, and

this displa.ys future vision. It is now becoming

increasingly clear tha.t to keep up the tempo of the

ongoing IT revolution, intelligence must be applied

to computer applications.

The Internet has emerged a.s a decisive global

technology. Users, howevet, wil l 'be choked by the

information, if intelligence is not applied to search

engines. A large number of KBCS-2000 papers

4 .
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addressed t r is  probiem. - {n, , , ther  inrpor tanr  issue is  I  Webl i r rks ar ld  Contacts
to a l lorv users access to computers in  nore natura l
u 'at 's .  Fr ture computeis  must  supDort  mui t ip le g.1 Sponsors
lar .g ' :ages,  and a l ternate modes of  in teract ion,  such
as sreech and hand written script. Presentations in r International Federation for Inforna:-c,:.
soeech,  scr ip t  and NLP sect ions pointed torn.ard th is  Processing [ IFIP]
c i : ec t i on ,  and  a re  t - r f  pa r t i cu la r  s i gn i , l cance  f . . , r  h r t p : , r /ww lv . i f i p .o r .a t
A s i a n  c o u n t r i e s ,  s u c h  a s  J a p a n ,  I n d i a  a n d  C h i n a ,
, , , ; + L  1 ^ - ^ , . ^ - ^ , .  ^ - l  .vvr l r r  rd 'Bud6cD o*u scr ipts  s t r ik ingly  d iss imi iar  r  Computer  Society of  India

f rom EngLish.  lv IT was the core issue cr f  NLP. Even ht tp: , /7www'cs i - ind ia.org

a par t ia l  success in  th is  ef for t  can resui t  in
considerable t ime and expendi ture savings in  areas In co-operat ion wi th:
such  as  med ia  and  pub l i ca t i ons .  Seve ra l  o rhe r
areas, such as intell igent agents and robotics also r Association of Computing Nlachinery
show s igni f icant  potent ia l ,  and are sure ly  to be in  ht tp: / /wrn.w.u.- .org/ .hapters/bombay.
the focus of  at tent ion in  the near future.

In the field of AI, a clear gap exists between the It was aiso supported by:
technological expectations and reality. A conference
such as KBCS helps people in the labs and people r ,Iata Infotech Limited
lv i th in companies to understand each other 's
posi t ion more preciseiy .  The s i tuat ion is  such that  r  Tata Consul tancy Serv ices
even the par t ia l  so lut ions that  AI  can provide to
practical problems can be of immense benefit. r lata Research Development 8z Design Centre

Prudent ventures are therefore possible and 
. . Tata Consultancy Services

necessary. Proper appraisal of the situation and
periodic reviews are prerequisites of such efforts, r Intei Asia Electronics Inc.
and KBCS-2000 helped th is  in  a l imi ted way.

Ther:e were many interesting proposals and lThe prc'ceedi,ngs of the conference was published by
theoretical studies among the presentations. There All ied Publishers, New Delhi and copies are
was aiso a very noticeable trend to apply the auailable from them. A few copies are also auailable
results, even if those gave only partial solutions. at NCST. Please write to Editor, Viuek if Aou are

Rajeev Sangal's semi-automatic [,IT scheme is a interested.]

case in point, and indicates the course of events to
come, where the respective strengths of man and
machine wil l be uti l ized and integrated into
irteiLigent systems. There was a fairly good leve1 of
:epresentation in the conference from the host
co:r-tr.v-, India. Unfortunately, despite the best
efo::s of the organizers, the quality and level of
o i 'e :seas par t ic ipat ion has not  real ly  increased over
the i 'ears. f nis is an aspect where more attention
neecis :o be pald. Japan is a fi.rst-world country in
knowleige ba"sed computer system R&D. It is
important that the conference attracts more
representation from that country, so that lessons
can be learned from their experiences. Overail,
KBC5-2000 was a rewarding event for all concerned
with computer and information technology in
general, and was more so for the AI communitr*. in
particular.
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